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A B S T R A C T

Recognising fingerwriting in mid-air is a useful input tool for wearable egocentric camera. In this paper we propose a novel framework to this purpose. Specifically, our method first detects a writing hand posture and locates the position of index fingertip in each frame. From the trajectory of the fingertip, the written character is localised and recognised simultaneously. To achieve this challenging task, we first present a contour-based view independent hand posture descriptor extracted with a novel signature function. The proposed descriptor serves both posture recognition and fingertip detection. As to recognising characters from trajectories, we propose Spatio-Temporal Hough Forest that takes sequential data as input and perform regression on both spatial and temporal domain. Therefore our method can perform character recognition and localisation simultaneously. To establish our contributions, a new handwriting-in-mid-air dataset with labels for postures, fingertips and character locations is proposed. We design and conduct experiments of posture estimation, fingertip detection, character recognition and localisation. In all experiments our method demonstrates superior accuracy and robustness compared to prior arts.

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Recent introduction of different wearable cameras in the market such as Google Glass or GoPro has given rise to the study of vision from an egocentric viewpoint and its potential novel applications. One of the most important characteristics of egocentric viewpoint is that hands are very present in the scene as was discussed in [1–9]. Thus, users’ hands play an important role in the user interaction with the device and the world. Market demand of interactivity with these new devices leads to the study of new paths in terms of human–computer interaction (HCI) and human–robot interaction (HRI). As wearable cameras are usually small and lack a keyboard or similar input accessories, user hand gestures can serve as a natural and unobtrusive input. Spatio-temporal trajectories generated by hand movements in mid-air can represent handwritten characters, which in later steps can be used as text input to the wearable system.

A vision-based system for recognising handwritten trajectories in mid-air is not a new problem and some authors have proposed different approaches in the last two decades highly depending on available hardware and mainly from a third person viewpoint. In the context of augmented reality (AR) and using a sophisticated device with an infrared and colour sensor, Oka et al. [10] obtained promising results tracking fingertips and recognising simple geometric shapes trajectories. Using a standard colour camera, a mid-air handwritten recognition framework was proposed by Alon et al. [11] as one application of their approach to gesture recognition and spatio-temporal segmentation. Trajectories representing digits were collected using colored gloves with the user facing the camera. Using a stereo camera system in front of a virtual blackboard, Schick et al. [12] proposed a hand-tracking approach that relieved users of wearing special sensors or clothes. With the arrival of commodity depth sensors such as Microsoft Kinect or Leap Motion, in [13–17] the use of these sensors to recognise fingertips and handwritten trajectories is explored. In our application, using depth sensors allows segmenting the hands easily using a simple distance filter in contrast to other RGB camera based approaches where lighting conditions and background severely affect the segmentation quality.

To the best of our knowledge, from an egocentric point of view the problem remains quite unexplored; however there are some early approaches related to our work. In [18–22], colour cameras from a first-person viewpoint were used to recognise fingerwriting
by applying different techniques from sequence recognition field. In these previous approaches, the problematic of egocentric viewpoint is not considered as all the experiments were undertaken in very controlled conditions, where no challenging hand postures were present and the start and the end of writing were well specified.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of detecting and recognising human handwriting in mid-air using a head-mounted camera, and there are several unique challenges. Recognising the writing (pointing) hand posture in egocentric video suffers from the problem of fast viewpoint/scale changes. While writing, users tend to incline the hand forward unconsciously to be comfortable. This paradigm makes the problem of recognising the hand posture difficult due to high intra-class shape/scale variability. Because the hand is constantly present in egocentric view, it is necessary to differentiate between writing posture and other gestures based on appearance of user hands in the scene as shown in Fig. 1. After detecting the writing posture, accurate fingertip detection is needed to acquire the handwriting trajectory. Furthermore, how to recognise and localise each character reliably in an online manner is non-trivial because of different temporal length and speed.

To address all of this, we propose:

- A new view independent hand posture descriptor based on a novel signature function that leads to robust writing pose and fingertip detection.
- A novel framework called Spatio-Temporal Hough Forest (STHF), which leverages spatio-temporal information in one classification-regression framework, and performs character recognition and localisation simultaneously. To our best knowledge, this is the first Decision Forest extension that deals with sequential trajectory data.
- The first Fingerwriting in mid-air dataset captured in egocentric view, which has positive and negative poses, position of fingertips, as well as character labels of trajectories.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 presents the proposed framework detailing the new hand pose/fingertip detection and the STHF for character recognition. Section 4 introduces a new handwriting dataset and its use for evaluation. More detailed discussions with experimental analysis are presented. Finally, in Section 5 conclusions and issues to be addressed for future developments of the approach are discussed.

2. Literature review

Recognising different hand postures is a difficult and open problem in computer vision. Variation of illumination, point of view (e.g. 3D rotations, scale) and acquisition noise make the task very challenging. In the literature, two big families of methods can be found: generative and discriminative approaches. Generative approaches [23], which aim to recover the full 3D pose of the hand via 3D model fitting, are not suitable for our application, since its high computational cost is unfavourable of fast hand movement. Discriminative methods [9,24–26] directly construct mappings between training and testing poses, which is efficient but requires large amount of training data. In our work we aim to recognise a particular hand posture from a binary image describing a silhouette as a result of a previous segmentation stage. Thus, discriminative methods are the most suitable to our purpose.

Many different approaches have been proposed for the general problem of hand shape feature representation and recognition [27,28] and some of them have been applied to hand posture recognition. These previous works can be divided into region-based [24] and contour-based [29–31], depending on whether features are extracted only from the entire shape region or from the contour. As to region-based techniques, recently Hu and Yin [24] has proposed a topological-based feature descriptor which describes the behaviour of the holes between the hand region and its convex hull under morphological operations. This feature representation has been proved to be relatively accurate to differentiate between hand postures from similar view points, but it is not suitable to distinguish under drastic view point and shape changes. Among contour-based methods, shape context [29] performed well in hand posture recognition under controlled conditions, but its performance drastically dropped while varying the viewpoint. Another popular contour-based approach is the use of Fourier Descriptors (FD) [30], which permits to have an invariant hand-shape representation suitable for hand posture recognition [32–34]. A step further in the use of FD has been the use of signature functions [31]. Signature functions are one-dimensional functions that represent features derived from the shape contour: curvature, distance to the shape centroid, turning angle, etc.

Detection and tracking of fingertips has been an active topic in the fields of HCI and Augmented Reality (AR) using both colour and depth cameras. Model-based tracking of hands [9,25,26] can be used as a preceding stage to detect fingertips, but the high computational cost of these approaches and the need of a big amount of training data make them unsuitable for our purpose. A popular modeless approach consists in first segmenting the hand silhouette using colour or depth cues and detecting fingertips from the extracted binary shape. Following this line, many works focused on the structure of the hand by exploiting its geometrical properties to localise fingertip points. In contrast to other parts of the hand, fingertips are high curvature points, a property exploited by [35,36], where they used the contour curvature as a cue to detect fingertips. Another important characteristic of fingertips is that they are usually far from the hand palm. Using this, Bhuyan et al. and Liang et al. [37,38] used a distance metric from hand palm to the contour furthest points to localise candidate points, which
were afterwards refined by different techniques. Raheja et al. \cite{39} proposed a two-step algorithm where fingertip is localised from hand edges after estimating the hand direction while Maisto et al. \cite{40} also had into account the topological structure of the hand extracting points from the convex hull of the silhouette. An important drawback of these methods is that, for some hand postures, fingertips are not always over the hand silhouette edge. In order to lighten this assumption, Raheja et al. \cite{13} detected fingertips as the hand points which are closer to the sensor after segmenting hand palm and fingers, an approach later followed by \cite{41} and reinforced with a hand graph model similar to \cite{42}. Krejov and Bowden \cite{42} extended the distance concept enforcing it with the natural structure of hand using a geodesic distance. This helped to localise fingertips in hand configurations where previous methods failed. Most of these approaches assume that the palm is always faced to the camera, which is not an appropriate assumption in our application. However, as we are only interested in localising fingertip in one hand pointing posture makes our problem relatively easier to the works presented which aim to detect fingertip in any hand configuration.

There has been quite a few works about Random Forests \cite{52} for spatio-temporal data analysis and modelling. Spatio-temporal relational probability trees were proposed \cite{43,44} for probability estimation of spatially and temporally varying relational data. The approach was applied to weather process understanding \cite{45}, but their relational feature based tree building is not rigorous enough for visual data analysis. \cite{46} extended the 2D object detecting Hough forests \cite{47} to multi-class action detection in spatio-temporal domain. However, the method requires many dense spatio-temporal local features of relatively long video sequences for robust Hough voting, so on-line detection is impractical. In \cite{48} a simultaneous action recognition and localisation method based on a vocabulary forest of local motion-appearance features was proposed. It works on data from uncontrolled environment with camera motion, background clutter and occlusion. However, this method also requires a large number of local features represented in many vocabulary trees which capture joint appearance-motion information. Yu et al. \cite{49} proposed a random forest based voting method for action detection and search. They indexed each spatio-temporal feature by an unsupervised random forest indexing method. Local feature matching becomes much faster than existing nearest-neighbour-based methods. Although indexing each feature is computationally very fast, coarse-to-fine subvolume search scheme for action detection requires full sequences in an off-line fashion, which it is not suitable for on-line detection, especially for wearable device applications. Jang et al. \cite{50} also proposed a spatio-temporal forest based 3D finger clicking action and position estimation method from egocentric view, but they consider one simple clicking action only and the temporal length is relatively short.

In this paper, we propose a unified framework that can process multiclass sequential trajectories for real-time writing character recognition and character centre position estimation simultaneously. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such method that can fulfil all the requirements except our newly proposed Spatio-Temporal Hough Forest.

3. Algorithm

In general, the overall proposed process can be described as three-fold (as shown in Fig. 2): (1) recognise writing hand poses from other gestures; (2) fingertip detection for each frame; (3) recognise characters from trajectories formed by sequentially detected fingertip locations. The following sections are organised accordingly.

3.1. Handwriting posture detection

Our approach to handwriting posture detection assumes that a hand has been pre-segmented successfully with, for instance, depth value thresholding or skin colour selection. For our application, where the user focus on writing and is not manipulating any object, we found that this is not a hard assumption using a depth camera.

To make our method independent from sensors and use only depth values for segmentation, we propose a new contour-based hand posture descriptor using Fourier Descriptors \cite{30} extracted from a novel shape signature function. As shown in Fig. 3, the segmented hand is represented as a binary image, and then we consider a simple planar contour curve $s_f$ extracted from the binary image of $f$th frame. Signature functions \cite{31} are one-dimensional functions which represent discriminative features derived from the shape contour $s_f$: curvature, distance to the shape centroid, turning angle, etc. We propose a novel signature function based on a distance-weighted scale invariant measure of the contour curvature. The advantages of this new signature function are: it is a discriminative feature which permits a high accurate description of the hand posture, it is not computationally demanding as we only need to examine one scale and it allows us to reuse it for fingertip detection.

Scale invariant curvature measure: We propose to use a scale invariant measure of the curvature presented in \cite{51} which we will refer to as curvature entropy $u$. If the contour $s$ is length of $L_s$ and sampled at $n_s$ uniformly spaced points, we can consider an interval $\Delta s = L_s/n_s$. From point to point along the sampled contour curve, the tangent directional changes by an angle $\alpha$ can be defined. The curvature $\kappa$ is a change in tangent direction as we move along the curve $s$ \cite{51}. It can be approximated by the ratio between the change in the tangent direction $\alpha$ and $\Delta s$:

$$\kappa(s_f) \approx \frac{\alpha}{\Delta s_f}. \tag{1}$$

As derived in \cite{51}, curvature entropy can be approximated as follows:

$$u(\kappa(s_f)) \propto -\cos(\kappa(s_f) \cdot \Delta s_f). \tag{2}$$
The curvature entropy $u$ is scale-invariant and it is locally proportional to its curvature $\kappa(s_f)$. This measure allows us to localise high curvature points without the necessity of exploring different scales (as shown in [35]) and relieve us from heavy computational load and extra parameter tunings. For the calculation of information along contours, our implementation is based on [51].

Signature function $\Psi$:
We define a signature function of a contour $\Psi(s_f)$ as a combination of the curvature entropy along the contour $u(\kappa(s_f))$ and a distance transform $\delta(s_f)$ which represents distances of every contour point to the centre of mass of the hand (see Fig. 3):

$$\Psi(s_f) = u(\kappa(s_f)) \cdot \delta(s_f))^{\gamma}.$$ (3)

The parameter $\gamma$ weights the impact of the distance in the signature function. It also attenuates high curvature points that are not fingertips reducing the false positives mainly caused by noise. This allows us to reuse the function to localise the fingertip.

Hand posture descriptor $\nu$: A signature function can be represented as a time series (for further clarity we will refer this as a time domain) with variable length due to the different scales of contours in images. In order to extract discriminative features, we work in the frequency domain rather than the temporal domain in behalf of the desirable properties of rotation and scale invariance that can be achieved with Fourier Descriptors. Once the Fourier series $a[n]$ and $b[n]$ are extracted from the signature function $\Psi$, we perform a normalisation step similar to [32], which makes features invariant to rotation, translation and scale changes. This normalisation consists in defining a function $S(n)$ as:

$$S(n) = \frac{r(n)}{r(1)}$$ (4)

where $r(n) = |a(n)|^2 + |b(n)|^2$. We sample the function $S(n)$ to conform our hand posture descriptor $\nu = (S(1), \ldots, S(D)) \in \mathbb{R}^D$. The number of samples (harmonics) $D$ is determined experimentally and discussed on the experimental section.

Hand writing/no writing posture classifier: We use a standard random forest algorithm [52] as a classifier for our binary classification problem. Its desirable properties of being a powerful discriminative classifier and real-time capability makes it a good choice. We define the binary classification problem as two different classes: $\nu_W = \{\text{writing}, \text{no writing}\}$. A random forest is an ensemble of $T$ decision trees that assign a posterior class distribution to each leaf $p_t(\nu_W|\nu)$. The final class assignment is performed aver-
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1 Code available at http://ruccs.rutgers.edu/~manish/demos/curveinfo.html
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**Fig. 3.** Hand posture and fingertip detection framework.

**Fig. 4.** Fingertip detection results (Right-top: proposed method, Right-bottom: Distance based method [37]).

aging all the trees: $p(\nu_W|\nu) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} p_t(\nu_W|\nu)$ and picking the most likely one using a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) decision rule.

### 3.2. Fingertip detection

The signature function presented in the previous section permits us to find the fingertip in a straightforward way. Fingertips have the property of being points of high curvature and distant from hand centre. Our signature function will have a peak at the fingertip position caused by a high curvature entropy value. This point will be also highly distant from the centre of the hand, thus it will be kept when combining with the distance function, while false positive points mainly caused by noise will be attenuated (see Fig. 3).

The main advantage of this approach over other curvature based ones [35,36] is that we do not need to examine different scales to find maximum curvature points relieving us from computational cost. The advantage over distance based methods [37] is that we obtain more accurate detections in cases where the furthest point is not exactly the fingertip, which occurs when the user lightly bends their finger or in certain viewpoints as shown in Fig. 4. In order to obtain smooth trajectories for the next stage of our algorithm, we filter the detected points with a Kalman filter.

### 3.3. Spatio-Temporal Hough Forest for character recognition and localisation

In this section, we present the STHF for recognising characters from the fingertip trajectories. In order to take sequences as inputs to the forest, we present a new input vector encoding method first. For each frame, we encode the information within an
N-points sliding window $W_k = \{ p_k, \ldots, p_{k+(N-1)} \}$ into a tuple as feature $f(W_k) = [A, C, T]$ where $A$ is a non-parametric appearance term, $C$ is a parametric term describing the curvature inside, and $T$ gives us temporal information within $W_k$ (see Fig. 5).

**Appearance term** ($A$) is a $2 \times (N - 1)$ dimension vector, which is defined as:

$$A(W_k) = \left[ \left[ \begin{array}{c} p_{k+1} - p_k \end{array} \right], \left[ \begin{array}{c} p_{k+2} - p_{k+1} \end{array} \right], \ldots, \left[ \begin{array}{c} p_{k+(N-1)} - p_{k+(N-2)} \end{array} \right] \right],$$

where $p_i$ is a 2D position vector of point $i$ ($p_i = [x_i; y_i]$) and the $p_k$ indicates the first point of $W_k$. $\parallel$ is a vector element concatenation operator. This term represents the relative shape of the cropped trajectory $W_k$.

**Curvature term** ($C$) has the dimension of $N^{-1}$. Here we apply Menger Curvature [53] to capture the shape of the curvature within $W_k$. The idea of [53] is to approximate the curvature with a circle that is given by a triple of points on the curvature, and then use reciprocal of the circle radius as final representation. This approximation makes the feature generalised better to different wrappings. To be more robust, we incrementally select 3 points from the curvature, as formulated below:

$$C(W_k) = \frac{4 \text{Area}(p_k, p_{k+1}, p_{k+2})}{\|p_k - p_{k+1}\| \|p_k - p_{k+2}\| \|p_{k+1} - p_{k+2}\|},$$

where $\text{Area}(p_k, p_{k+1}, p_{k+2})$ is the area spanned by selected point triplet $(p_k, p_{k+1}, p_{k+2})$. The $\text{Area}(p^1, p^2, p^3)$ of three points $(p^1, p^2, p^3)$ is calculated by

$$\text{Area}(p^1, p^2, p^3) = \frac{1}{2} |p_1^x (p_2^y - p_3^y) + p_2^x (p_3^y - p_1^y) + p_3^x (p_1^y - p_2^y)|,$$

where $p_x$ and $p_y$ are the $x$ and $y$ coordinates of the point $p$.

**Temporal term** ($T$) is a 4-dimensional vector defined as below:

$$T(W_k) = g(p_k, p_{k+(N-1)}) \parallel d(p_k, p_{k+(N-1)}),$$

where $g(\cdot)$ stands for geodesic (along the writing trajectory of the fingertip) distance, $d(\cdot)$ stands for the Euclidean distance, $g(\cdot)$ and $d(\cdot)$ stand for velocity in geodesic and Euclidean space respectively. This term can imply various temporal writing properties such as various stroke speeds depending on each character. Also by considering both the geodesic and Euclidean distance, this term can represent various stroke combinations (e.g., an arc after a straight line, a straight line or a circle, etc.) especially when all the combinations are written at the same speed.

**Classification and regression**: We formulate the character recognition as a multi-class classification problem and character centre localisation as regression. To perform them simultaneously, we build upon Hough forest [47] for its good properties. Firstly, the Hough forest is an ensemble of classification-regression trees that interweaves classification and regression tasks; secondly, its multiclass handling ability inherited from the standard random decision forest [52] makes it well-suited for our 26-class (26-character; $C_C = \{a, b, \ldots, z\}$) problem; last but not least, its efficiency in both training and testing is favourable when large sequential data is given. To extend it to temporal domain, for each training sequence, we calculate character centres $\{\bar{A} \text{ and } \bar{T}\}$ (in spatial domain and temporal domain respectively) of each character.

Each tree $T$ in the forest $F$ is constructed from a set of features $\{F_k = (f(W_k), c_k, d_k, d_k^t)\}$ that are sequentially generated from fingertip trajectories where $f(W_k)$ is the encoded features of fixed size in $[2(N-1) \times (N-1) + d]$, $c_k$ is the class label, and $d_k$ and $d_k^t$ are displacement vector from the first point $p_k$ of $W_k$ to the spatial/temporal character centre respectively.

Each leaf node $L$ stores the probability of the cropped trajectory $W_k$ belonging to the class $p(L)$, estimated by the proportion of features per class label reaching the leaf after training, and $d_k = [d_k^x, d_k^y, d_k^z]$ the cropped trajectories' respective displacement vectors. During training, each split node is assigned a binary test in relation to the encoded vector $F_k$. The binary test at a split node is defined by a comparison of a feature value in feature channel $j$ with a threshold $\tau$.

$$\theta_{j, \tau}(p) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } |p_j| < \tau \\ 1 & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}$$

The ideal binary test splits a set of the sequentially encoded vectors $\mathcal{F} = \{F_k = (f(W_k), c_k, d_k, d_k^t)\}$ to minimise the uncertainty of their class label and spatio-temporal displacement vectors. To this goal, we use three measures to evaluate the uncertainty for a set $F$. Accordingly, the information gain ($IG$) for each split node can be described as below:

$$IG = \begin{cases} U_1 := \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\Delta \log(p_{c_i})}{p_{c_i}} & \\ U_2 := \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{\text{class}} d_k^j \mid (d_k^j)^2 - \bar{A}^j |^2} & \\ U_3 := \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{\text{class}} (d_k^j)^2 - \bar{\bar{A}}^j |^2} & \end{cases}$$

where $U_1$ is a class entropy and $\Delta$ indicates each class; $U_2$ is the spatial variance and $\bar{A}$ is the spatial centre of each character; similarly defined, $U_3$ is a temporal variance and $\bar{T}$ is the aforementioned temporal centre.

At each node during training, a pool of binary tests $\{\theta_k\}$ with random values of $j$ and $\tau$, and either class or spatial/temporal displacement uncertainty is randomly chosen to be minimised. Similarly to the standard Hough forest growing, the encoded vector set arriving at the node is evaluated with all binary tests in the pool. The binary test satisfying the following objective is stored:

$$\arg\min_{k} \left( U_1(\{P_i|\theta_k = 0\}) + U_2(\{P_i|\theta_k = 1\}) \right),$$

where $\bullet$ indicates the chosen uncertainty measure for the node ($U_1$, $U_2$, or $U_3$). By randomly selecting the uncertainty measure, nodes decreasing both class and displacement uncertainty are interleaved throughout the tree. At the leaf nodes, both class distribution and offset vectors are stored.
4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental environment and new dataset

To conduct the experiments, we recorded a dataset which contains two parts to test our work: labelled images for testing our hand posture descriptor with fingertip ground-truth in writing poses and fingertip trajectories describing alphabet characters. We mounted a depth sensor (Creative* Interactive Gesture Camera) to a cap to record gestures in egocentric view. However, depth information is only used to segment the hand applying a distance filter. For every frame, we get the binary mask resulting from the segmentation. The dataset also contains depth frames for further research.

The hand posture dataset consists of 8000 images from two classes: ‘writing’, ‘no writing’. It has an approximate ratio of 1:3 for ‘writing/no writing’ containing challenging poses that naturally occur in egocentric vision such as rotations out-of-plane of the hand, poses corrupted by noise and missing points due to the limitations of the sensor and the simple segmentation stage. The 2500 images in ‘writing’ class have been manually labelled with fingertip positions.

The character dataset contains 260 fingertip trajectories by a single actor (As an egocentric device is a personalised device, we focus on recognising a specifically personalised writing pattern rather than general cases). A trajectory represents one English alphabet character (from a to z) from an egocentric viewpoint. In total, 10 samples of 26 different characters have been recorded. Each trajectory consists of a set of points \((x, y, t)\) which correspond to the position \((x, y)\) of the fingertip at time \(t\). This dataset will be available after the publication of this paper.
The proposed descriptor and fingertip detection are implemented on an Intel Core i7-2600 with 16GB RAM in C++, and the STHF is implemented in Python separately. Fig. 6 shows captured images in different stages of our framework in action.

4.2. Validation of the hand posture descriptor and fingertip detection

We have performed various experiments to show the suitability of the proposed hand posture descriptor to our problem. All the experiments have been performed using 8000 binary labelled images from our dataset. All the results presented in this section are the result of 10-fold cross validation using a standard Random Forest classifier [52] and using a resolution of 10 pixels in the computation of the curvature entropy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum depth (D)</th>
<th>Number of trees</th>
<th>FD [32]</th>
<th>MSBNM [24]</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Curvature entropy</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>98.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Hand posture recognition performance of various hand descriptors with different number and depth of trees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recognition</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fingertip detection</td>
<td>Raheja et al. [39]</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distance based [37]</td>
<td>94.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>97.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character recognition</td>
<td>HMM (20 states) [32]</td>
<td>66.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTW [16]</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional Random Forest [52]</td>
<td>79.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed (w/o temporal term)</td>
<td>82.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed (spatio-temporal term)</td>
<td>90.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Recognition performance comparisons of fingertip detection and writing characters.

Fig. 7. Parameter influences of the distance weighting parameter $\gamma$ and the number of harmonics $D$ in hand writing posture detection.
spectrum as can be seen in Fig. 3. The parameter $\gamma$ describes approximately a quadratic function (Fig. 7(a)) in terms of accuracy with a maximum found in 3.

**Fingertip detection:** In order to test our fingertip detection approach quantitatively, we used the 2500 manually labelled images from our dataset. As a measure of error, we computed an Euclidean distance between the estimated fingertip location $\hat{p} = (x, y)$ and the actual ground truth $p = (x, y)$. We considered a detection correct if its distance was less than 3 pixels to the ground truth. We compared our approach against two different methods. The first method ([37]) uses only the geodesic distance from the handshape contour to the centre of the hand palm, without exploiting the curvature cue. We also compare to the method presented by Raheja et al. [39] where fingertip points detection is tackled as edge detection of the hand binary shape. The results are presented on Table 2. We observe that our approach outperforms previous methods. The novel combination of curvature and distance information permits us to have accurate estimations of the fingertip position in cases where using only distance information performs poorly (see Fig. 4). Our method is also more robust to false positives than [39] as we do not only look for edge points but also consider its curvature, which is an important characteristic of fingertips. Furthermore, we do not need to first estimate the hand orientation as our signature function is rotation-invariant, which lightens us from extra model parameters.

For this configuration, the computation time of extracting one descriptor, passing it through the forest and the fingertip detection is 2 ms on average. As we can see from the experimental results, the proposed hand posture detection error is 0.9% and the fingertip detection error is 2.3%, which are very low. As a result of these low errors and the use of a Kalman filter for smoothing the trajectory, cascaded error becomes negligible.

4.3. **Fingerwriting character recognition and localisation**

**Character recognition:** We investigate the effect of several training parameters on classification accuracy. In Fig. 8 we show how the maximum depth and the number of trees affect accuracy in a 10-fold cross validation setting. For training, we set the window size $N$ of $W_k$ as 21 and on average 9299 features are used for training and 1033 features for testing. All the parameters, maximum depth appears to affect most significantly as it directly controls the model capacity of the forest. Based on the experimental results we fixed the number of trees as 8 and the maximum depth as 25. We compared the proposed STHF’s character recognition performance with other well-known sequential data analysis based handwriting recognition methods [16,32]. Sequential data extracted from fingertip movement trajectory is used for classification among different character classes. Hidden Markov models (HMM) [55,56] are generative models widely used for sequential data modelling. In this paper, we have implemented a HMM system with continuous observation model for classification instead of HMM with discrete observation symbols. For comparison, we have also tested our approach with a discriminative classifier, conventional Random Forest using majority-vote rule [52].

All the results in Table 2 are a result of 10-fold cross validation. The proposed method shows the best recognition performance. Especially we can see that the temporal variance affects recognition performance as well. The recognition rate of the conventional random forest classifier is slightly lower. This is due to high temporal variation in same class induced by temporal information. As we can see from the confusion matrix in Fig. 9, most characters were well recognised, but some similar shape characters were confused often such as ‘u’–’d’, ‘b’–’h’, ‘g’–’q’, ‘m’–’n’–’r’, ‘o’–’p’–’q’ and ‘v’–’w’. Most errors were caused by these similar characters. Actually those characters are confused sometimes even by human. The erroneous character recognition might be able to be corrected in the context of a word writing in the future work.

**Character centre localisation:** Our method can also correctly localise spatio-temporal centre of each character writing by spatio-temporal offset Hough voting. The mean shift method [54] is used to find the centre points. Fig. 10 shows some localisation results in spatio-temporal space. As we can see, estimated centres are similar to ground-truth points. The writing centre information of each character can be used as an important clue for segmenting each character in a word.

5. **Conclusion and future works**

In this paper we presented a new efficient framework for mid-air fingerwriting recognition for egocentric camera. In natural cases, hand poses look totally different in egocentric view point. By proposing a new hand posture descriptor, we could...
achieve robust writing hand posture detection and fingertip localisation simultaneously. Also, the newly proposed STHF could successfully localise and recognise each character from fully connected trajectory sequence. Furthermore, we presented a new mid-air fingerwriting dataset which is the first dataset in this application. Experimental results showed that the proposed framework achieves the best recognition rate with localisation. As a future work, we are going to extend the STHF framework in a hierarchical manner to recognise words by localising and recognising each character first and then modelling temporal sequence of each character.

Moreover, our newly proposed algorithm for hand posture and fingertip detection can be solely applied to HCI/HRI applications as a new simple input technique; applications such as interactive attention point indication, interactive focus changing in photo taking, and giving order to a robot by a direction.
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Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at 10.1016/j.cviu.2016.01.010